
ID Feature Name Description

Priority (0=must have, breaks
without it;1=nice to have,
doesn't break without it;
2=optional, 3=Deceased) Who's Working on it Is it done

1Show devices on map

Using the GPS locations, plot on a map the locations of all
devices within the US. Depending on whether using the
internal or external web view, show devices as push pins or
as a heatmap. All devices should be shown that would fit in
area shown on map. Datto is currently using a heatmap and
bar graph to display devices. 0 Yes

2
Display weather patterns on a
map

Something like AccuWeather - Display weather patterns on an
alternate map view. Should be updated at least every 10
minutes. 1 Yes

3Calculate risk rate

Should be configurable amounts. (Possibly configurable via
web view?)  For now, use best judgement on effects of natural
disasters. 0 Yes

4
Easily identify appliances at
the highest risk

Display highest risk devices, ranked from highest to lowest
risk.  (Map) Display as colored indicators of all devices. Want
to see information at a glance, overall status. 0 Yes

5Allow filtering of devices
Allow filtering of devices shown on map by risk (all devices,
medium-up risk, high-up risk). No filtering for mobile devices. 0 Yes

6
Push notification for high risk
appliances

Send a push notification alert when an appliance's risk level
reaches high. 0 Yes

7

Provide information to
customers when a disaster is
at risk

After recieving a push notification, display information about
the type of potential disaster, which appliance(s) is at risk, and
a "to-do" list to prepare for a disaster recovery scenario. 0 Yes

8

Display different group of
devices for Datto Internal and
MSP external web view.

When logged into the internal web view, all devices should be
shown. When logged into the external web view, only the
devices owned by the logged in MSP should be shown. 0 Yes

9Mobile view

Show all devices owned by the logged in MSP in a list view.
Each device should contain information on Device Name,
Device ID, and Location. 0 Yes

10Geolocation API Accept requests from Datto to add/modify/remove devices. 0 Yes

11
Internal web view - Login
(Admin)

Login to web view using MSP ID & password through Dattos
API for Datto employees. This will login users through an
admin account. No need to worry about registration. 0 Yes

12External web view - Login
Login to web view using MSP ID & password through Dattos
API. No need to worry about registration. 0 Yes

13External mobile view - Login
Login to mobile device using MSP ID & password through
Dattos API. No need to worry about registration. 0 Yes

14List of highest risk devices

Have a list on the side of the map that contains all of the
highest risk devices, ranked from hieghest to lowest risk.
Should contain device ID for each entry. 0 Yes

15Mobile Device List Columns
The Mobile device view list should contain the device name,
device ID, location (city, state), and risk level. 0 Yes

16Internal web view device list
The device list should contain the device name, device ID,
location (city, state), and risk level. 0 Yes

17External web view device list
The device list should contain the MSP ID, MSP name,
location (city, state), and risk level. 0 Yes

18Proactive risk calculation

Calculated risks should reflect possible incoming risk hazards
at least a day in advance. This risk should not dissipate until
the hazard event is over. 0 Yes


